
Research methods events at AIB 2022 Miami 
This will be the 7th AIB annual meeting in which the RM-SIG will be offering pre-conference workshops, master-

classes and research clinics. A total of five workshops and masterclasses are being offered on 5 July: 

1. Ethnography in International Business: Theorizing from Fieldwork in Complex Cultural Contexts, Mary 

Yoko Brannen (Honorary Professor of International Business, Copenhagen Business School , Professor 

Emerita San Jose State University) 

2. Field Experiments Across Firms and Countries, David Reeb (National University of Singapore) 

3. Surprises, Mixed Findings, or Questionable Research Practices? A Methodology for Evaluating Cumula-

tive Empirical Analyses and Replication Studies, Gwendolyn Lee (University of Florida) and Stewart Miller 

(University of Texas at San Antonio) 

4. Qualitative Data Analysis in IB Research: Templates and Their Alternatives, Tine Koehler (University of 

Melbourne), Jacqueline Mees-Buss (University of New South Wales) Rebecca Piekkari (Aalto University) 

and Anne Smith (University of Tennessee Knoxville)  

5. The Many Dimensions of Triangulation: How to Strengthen Your Research Project, facilitated by Bo Niel-

sen, University of Sydney, and Catherine Welch, Trinity College Dublin 

Registration is now open at the following link: https://aib.regfox.com/2022-carma-aib-

research-methods-workshops-and-masterclasses   

Keep an eye out for us on social media! 

Twitter:  @AIB_RMSIG, Facebook: @AIBRMSIG 

No 12  February 2022 
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Upcoming webinar: Implications of Responsible Research for International 

Business Scholarship and Practice  

Co-sponsored by the AIB’s Research Methods - Shared Interest Group (RM-SIG), Responsible Research in Busi-

ness and Management (RRBM) global network and the Georgia Tech Center for International Business Education 

and Research (CIBER) this webinar is dedicated to various aspects of responsible research in the international 

business field.  

The panelists will cover a variety of topics that will assist international business scholars in building a sound body of 

knowledge that develops theory and serves society. After brief presentations from panelists, the webinar will offer 

plenty of time for participants to exchange their knowledge and experiences centered on responsible research in 

the international business context.  

Registration is free and open to non-AIB members, but you’ve got to move quickly! Signups 

close Thursday, 10 March 2022. 

Panelists: 

Professor Lorraine Eden (Texas A&M University, USA); Professor John McIntyre (CIBER, Georgia Institute of Tech-

nology, USA); Professor Anne S. Tsui (Arizona State University, USA) 

 

Moderator: 

Professor Agnieszka (Aggie) Chidlow (University of Birmingham, UK) 

 

Register here for the webinar: https://www.aib.world/event/aib-sig-webinar-responsible-research-for-ib-

scholarship-and-practice/ 

ABOUT THE SPEAKERS: 

Lorraine Eden is Professor Emerita of Management and Research Professor of Law 

at Texas A&M University. A Canadian by birth, she received degrees in economics 

from Mount Allison, McGill and Dalhousie universities. Between 1995 and 2019, she 

taught courses on transfer pricing, multinational enterprises (MNEs) and international 

business at Texas A&M, where her Transfer Pricing program trained hundreds of 

graduate students. Dr. Eden’s research interests intersect economics, international 

business and public policy. Core research topics are transfer pricing, MNE strategies 

and structures, MNE-state relations, and shocks and responses (how shocks affect 

firm strategies and structures). She was 2008-2010 Editor-in-Chief of the Journal of 

International Business Studies, 2017-2018 President of the Academy of International 

Business (AIB) and is currently 2020-2023 Dean of the AB Fellows. She received the 

AIB Dunning President’s Award in 2012 and the inaugural Women in AIB (WAIB) 

Woman of the Year award in 2016. In 2019, she was honored by the European International Business Academy, 

received the Medal of the City from Rennes, France, and was awarded JIBS 50th Anniversary Gold Medals for her 

scholarly and service contributions to the journal. One of her recent articles, Eden and Wagstaff, “Evidence-based 

Policymaking and the Wicked Problem of SDG 5 Gender Equality” (JIBP, 2020) received a 2021 RRBM award.  

https://www.aib.world/event/aib-sig-webinar-responsible-research-for-ib-scholarship-and-practice/
https://www.aib.world/event/aib-sig-webinar-responsible-research-for-ib-scholarship-and-practice/
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John R. McIntyre is founding Executive Director of the Georgia Tech CIBER, 

a national center of excellence, emphasizing the role of techoinnovation and 

sustainable systems in international business-related fields.  He is   Professor 

of Management (Strategy & Innovation Area) in the Scheller College of Busi-

ness with cross appointment in the Sam Nunn School of International Affairs, 

Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia.  He received his PhD from 

The University of Georgia at Athens, following graduate studies at McGill, 

Northeastern and Strasbourg Universities.  He was Research Associate and 

Fellow of the Dean Rusk Center for International Law, University of Georgia 

Law School. Author and co-editor of fifteen books, the latest:  The New Chi-

nese Dream: Industrial Policy in the Post-Pandemic Era (Springer, 2021) and 

forthcoming The Role of Multinational Enterprises in Supporting the UN 

SDG’s (E Elgar).  Author of 120 articles in trade and academic journals. Re-

cipient of the State of Georgia’s Governor’s International Award for international business education excellence; the 

university-wide Steven Denning Faculty Award for Global Engagement; the French National Order of Merit (Knight) 

awarded by the President of France for work in promoting US-European FDI; he is currently an honorary professor at 

ICN Graduate Business School, University of Lorraine, near the Georgia Tech European Campus in Metz. 

John.mcintyre@scheller.gatech.edu. 

Anne S. Tsui is currently Motorola Professor Emerita of International Management 

at the Arizona State University, Distinguished Adjunct Professor at the University of 

Notre Dame, and Distinguished Visiting  Professor at Peking University and Fudan 

University, China. She is the 67
th
 President and Fellow of the Academy of Manage-

ment, 14
th
 Editor the Academy of Management Journal, Founding President of the 

International Association for Chinese Management Research and Founding Editor-in

-Chief of Management and Organization Review. She is also a Fellow of the Acade-

my of International Business. She co-founded the Community for Responsible Re-

search in Business and Management (www.rrbm.network), an inter-disciplinary, 

global, grassroots movement to advance both the credibility and the usefulness of 

research for both business and society in the service of a better world. She has re-

ceived numerous awards, including the best paper awards from AMJ, ASQ, and 

JOM, the Center for Creative Leadership Applied Leadership Research Award, the 

University of Minnesota Outstanding Achievement Award, the AoM Distinguished 

Service Contribution Award, and the IACMR Lifetime Contribution Award. She is the recipient of the Women in the 

Academy of International Business 2021 Woman of the Year Award. Dr. Tsui received PhD in Management from the 

University of California, Los Angeles. She also received an Honorary Doctorate in Economics from the University of 

St. Gallen, Switzerland.   

Agnieszka (Aggie) Chidlow is Professor of International Business at the University 

of Birmingham (UK). Her research interests lie in the areas of location choices of 

firms as well as methodological issues in international business. She has received 

numerous awards for her research (e.g., the Danny van Den Buckle paper award 

from the European International Business Academy). Her work has been published 

widely in various leading academic journals in the field of international business 

such as Journal of International Business Studies, Journal of World Business, Man-

agement International Review and International Business Review. She has exten-

sive teaching and research experience by holding several teaching and visiting posi-

tions at various universities around the world (e.g., UK, USA, Sweden, Poland, Sin-

gapore and China) over 2 decades. Agnieszka is one of the co-founding members of 

the Academy of International Business Research Methods Shared Interest Group (AIB RM-SIG) and before becom-

ing the AIB RM-SIG Vice-President for Responsible Research Methods in 2020 she was the AIB RM-SIG Vice-

President Program between 2016-2020. She is also currently a Working Board Member of the Responsible Re-

search in Business and Management Network (RRBM), a panel member of the Accreditation of MBAs (AMBA), Sen-

ior Editor for International Business Review and a member of several editorial boards of internationally recognized 

journals.   

mailto:John.mcintyre@scheller.gatech.edu
http://www.rrbm.network
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More about RM-SIG Webinar series:  

The aim of the AIB RM SIG webinars is to provide an international audience with insights into research methods. 

So far topics have included advances in quantitative and qualitative research, advice on how to deal with COVID, 

ethics and writing the methods section of a paper. The first series in the academic year 2020/21 covered the fol-

lowing topics: 

• Doing Research During Covid with panelists Melanie Nind, Ursula F. Ott and Amir Qamar 

• Multilevel Methods in collaboration featuring a Focused Issue in Organizational Research Methods (ORM) 

with Mark Peterson, Sabina Tacheva, Paul Bliese, Le (Betty) Zhou, Mike Smet, and moderator Bo Nielsen  

• How to write a convincing methodology section with panelists Sjoerd Beugelsdijk, Peter Liesch, Bo Niel-

sen, Catherine Welch and moderator Ursula Ott 

On January 21
st
, 2022  the latest webinar facilitated by the AIB Research Methods Shared Interest Group focussed 

on Ethics in IB Research with experts Professors Lorraine Eden, Rosalie Tung, Fiona Moore and moderator Stew-

art Miller. The panelists shared their knowledge about ethics in qualitative and quantitative research, ethics stand-

ards in journals and in the academic community. In the Q&A part, the audience was able to address their most 

pressing questions regarding ethics in qualitative and quantitative research. It was highlighted that more such 

webinars would benefit AIB members.  

The next webinar is scheduled for March 11
th
, 2022 and will deal with Responsible Research Methods in Business 

with Professors John McIntyre, Anne Tsui, Lorraine Eden, and moderator Agnieszka (Aggie) Chidlow.   

We will also be scheduling a webinar on the topic of Templates in Qualitative Research, timed with the publication 

of a feature topic in Organizational Research Methods. For a sneak preview of the topic, see the following: Köhler, 

T., Smith, A., & Bhakoo, V. (2021). Templates in qualitative research methods: origins, limitations, and new direc-

tions. Organizational Research Methods, https://doi.org/10.1177/10944281211060710   

Contributing to the Responsible Research Methods Agenda: RRBM on Tour 

To enhance awareness of responsible research, our Vice President for Responsible Research Methods, Aggie 

Chidlow, has developed a strategic initiative in collaboration with the Responsible Research in Business and Man-

agement (RRBM) global network. The initiative is called the “Responsible Research in Business and Management 

on Tour” (RRBM on Tour) Symposium and its main objective is to advance a critical and ethical understanding of 

what responsible science is so that credible and trustworthy knowledge is created to address problems important 

to business and society. 

The symposium is aimed at doctoral and junior scholars not only in the field of international business but also busi-

ness and management fields in general. By covering various topics from the history of the RRBM, the role of para-

digms and methodology in qualitative research, research and impact as well as research transparency, it is hoped 

the event will not only help such scholars with planning and undertaking responsible research to advance scientific 

knowledge but also enhance professional standards through such work in those fields. 

The first “RRBM on Tour” Symposium took place online on 18 November 2021 at the SGH Warsaw School of Eco-

nomics in Poland. Details of the event can be found at the following link: https://www.rrbm.network/taking-action/

events/online-events/rrbm-on-tour-symposium/  

Dates for forthcoming (virtual) symposiums are: 

• Thursday, 10 March 2022: hosted by the Poznan University of Economics & Business, Poland (for more 

details, see https://www.rrbm.network/taking-action/events/online-events/rrbm-on-tour-symposium-

poznan/) 

• Friday, 8 April 2022: hosted on Zoom by the University of Dubrovnik & the University of Zagreb, Croatia 
(for more details, see https://www.rrbm.network/taking-action/events/online-events/rrbm-on-tour-
symposium-dubrovnik-zagreb/ ) 

https://doi.org/10.1177/10944281211060710
https://www.rrbm.network/taking-action/events/online-events/rrbm-on-tour-symposium/
https://www.rrbm.network/taking-action/events/online-events/rrbm-on-tour-symposium/
https://www.rrbm.network/taking-action/events/online-events/rrbm-on-tour-symposium-poznan/
https://www.rrbm.network/taking-action/events/online-events/rrbm-on-tour-symposium-poznan/
https://www.rrbm.network/taking-action/events/online-events/rrbm-on-tour-symposium-dubrovnik-zagreb/
https://www.rrbm.network/taking-action/events/online-events/rrbm-on-tour-symposium-dubrovnik-zagreb/
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1st EIBA SUMMER SCHOOL 2022  

“Research methods for traditional and emerging themes in IB:  Navigating 

the complexities of the digital age”  

 25-29 July 2022  

 Lake Como School of Advanced Studies, www.lakecomoschool.org  

 The European International Business Academy, in collaboration with the School of Management of Politecnico di Milano￼, is 

pleased to announce that the 1st EIBA Summer School will be held at the Lake Como School of Advanced Studies (https://

www.lakecomo.is/it/villa-del-grumello/), Como, Italy, July 25-29, 2022.    

 This edition’s topic will feature: “Research methods for traditional and 

emerging themes in IB: Navigating the complexities of the digital age”.  

The 1st EIBA Summer School aims to provide participants with tools to understand and tackle different dimensions of 

complexity in IB. To do so, examples of traditional and emerging IB topics will be analysed (i.e. knowledge creation, 

GVCs formation and restructuring, and policy trends - especially in terms of sustainability and digital transition), illus-

trating how to do justice to the conceptual and methodological challenges (and opportunities) characterising the digi-

tal age.  

The digital age gives us new phenomena to study, such as big data, blockchains, AI, platforms, and complex net-

works. But it is also transforming our methodological choices for studying International Business topics. This school 

promotes critical reasoning about the purpose of research methods and the possibilities to combine multiple methods 

to pursue rigorous, reliable and valid results. Attention will be given to quantitative, qualitative and mixed-methods, 

via lectures, seminars and workshops. 

Each day we will analyse different dimensions of complexity by exploring a different IB topic. Daily sessions will con-

sist of an initial inspiring lecture by an expert of the field, followed by a workshop on the associated challenges and 

opportunities of complexity in term of research design, data collection and data management, a methodological ses-

sion on traditional and advanced techniques to manage complexities and a workgroup for student training. The last 

day will be devoted to the sustainability of research activities and to the final presentations from participants, who will 

be asked to connect the knowledge and insights gained during the school with their own research.  

 FORMAT AND GOALS  

The Summer School offers lectures delivered by internationally leading scholars on the specific designated topic, 

methodological workshops and supervised tutorials/teamwork. 

http://www.lakecomoschool.org
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Key features of the pedagogical approach adopted by the Summer School are as follows: 

• Morning lectures will be offered by invited professors. Lectures cover a large variety of issues regarding re-

cent advances in theory and applications in IB.  

• Mid-day seminars will be devoted to methodologies  

• Afternoon workshops are devoted to group work aimed to apply the issues and methodologies presented 

during the previous sessions.  

• Evening social scientific dinners are to connect participants, discuss paths of academic careers, publication 

strategies, role of social media etc.  

Great importance is given to informal discussions, which are precious for sharing experiences and expanding net-

works, among participants and with invited professors who are asked to stay a few days for that purpose. 

The organisation aims at creating moments for get-together activities (shared meals, field visits, dinner, etc).  

Attendance of the School will provide Ph.D. Students with the possibility to gain 5 ECTS credits.   

Local Organizing Committee:  Lucia Piscitello, Stefano Elia, Diletta Pegoraro, Tommaso Vallone, Cristina Di Stefa-

no   

Scientific Committee:  Lucia Piscitello, EIBA Chair; Bo Nielsen, University of Sydney  Catherine Welch, Trinity Col-

lege Dublin  

Faculty:  John Cantwell, Rutgers Business School, USA ; Agnieszka Chidlow, University of Birmingham, UK; Bo 

Nielsen, University of Sydney ; Carlotta Orsenigo, Politecnico di Milano; Torben Pedersen, Bocconi University ; Car-

lo Piccardi, Politecnico di Milano; Lucia Piscitello, Politecnico di Milano; Catherine Welch, Trinity College Dublin 

(and other still to be confirmed)  

TARGET AND SELECTION OF PARTICIPANTS  

The EIBA Summer Schools targets Ph.D. students, postdocs and early career researchers. The number of students 

attending each course is limited to 30. The school is especially addressed to doctoral students and young postdoctor-

al scholars.  The programme also provides networking opportunities and allows developing global partnerships.   

HOW TO APPLY:  

Prospective participants are required to send a 1-page letter (pdf) organized as follows:  

• Name, department/university, current position (PhD student, postdoc, other)  

• Educational background  

• Research activity and interests  

• Motivations for participating in the School  

 

SELECTION CRITERIA:  

The Organizing Committee will consider a number of features including: the coherence of the motivation with the aim 

and scope of the school, the potential benefit for the student’s research, the timeliness for the development of the 

student’s career.   

REGISTRATION FEES 

Registration fee € 550.00  (The fee includes EIBA Membership, thus, it will be discounted for EIBA members) and 

covers: all lectures; course material; wi-fi connections; lunches and coffee breaks; social dinner.  A number 

of travel grants will be available.   

KEY DATES 

• Application deadline:  4 April 2022   

• Notification of acceptance: 4 May 2022       

• Registration & payment  deadline:  24 May 2022  

Contacts: diletta.pegoraro@polimi.it | lucia.piscitello@polimi.it | info@lakecomoschool.org  

  

  

mailto:diletta.pegoraro@polimi.it
mailto:lucia.piscitello@polimi.it
mailto:info@lakecomoschool.org
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AIB RM-SIG Webinar:  

Ethics in IB Research Methods 

Contributed by Duc Nguyen, University of Sydney 

On January 21, 2022, the AIB RM-SIG hosted a webinar on 

Ethics in IB Research Methods. The panelists compromised 

Rosalie, L. Tung, Lorraine Eden, Fiona Moore and Steward Miller, who was also the moderator. Covering both 

quantitative and qualitative research methods, the panelists discussed various ethical issues in the conduct of IB 

research and offered actionable insights to avoid engaging in questionable research practices. The purpose of the 

webinar was to promote sound research methods and responsible methodological practices in the IB community. 

The following is a summary of their discussion. 

Lorraine Eden: Scientists Behaving Badly 

Lorraine opened the discussion by outlining her long held concerns about ‘scientists behaving badly.’ The first way 

that scientists can behave badly is engaging in academic misconduct or dishonesty. This involves what Lorraine 

calls FFP practices: falsification (manipulating or distorting data or results), fabrication (inventing data or cases) and 

plagiarism (copying without attribution, including self-plagiarism). The second way that scientists can behave badly 

is by engaging in what Lorraine calls ‘sloppy science.’ Lorraine outlined six forms of questionable research practic-

es: HARKing (hypothesizing after the facts are known), selectively reporting hypotheses; excluding data post-hoc; 

selectively including control variables; and falsifying data.  

Lorraine noted that these practices corrupt the research process and damages public trust in scientific literature. It 

not only has negative impacts for the individual who was the author but can have spillover effects in terms of reputa-

tional damage to one’s PhD students, co-authors, colleagues, and institutional affiliations. To avoid these ethical 

research pitfalls, Lorraine encouraged researchers to: 

• Learn and use best practices in qualitative and/or quantitative research methods 

• Study AIB’s Codes of Ethics 

• Read broadly about research ethics and 

• Join the RM-SIG 

 

Lorraine concluded her discussion by noting that acting with academic integrity in research means implementing the 

values of honesty, trust, fairness, respect, and responsibility. Upholding these values means promoting the truth 

and minimizing errors, and engaging in the creation of credible, useful research for scholars, policymakers, manag-

ers, and the general public.  

Fiona Moore: Ethics in Qualitative IB research 

Fiona’s discussion focused on the ethical dilemmas in interviewing, ethnography and case study research. Fiona 

noted that qualitative research is about human relationships and as such can potentially be an ethical minefield, 

particularly if the researcher is not well trained in navigating ethical situations that may arise when collecting data. 

The key issue about interviewing is disclosure. The people you are interviewing need to be aware of what you’re 

interviewing them about and, in some cases, should be aware of the sorts of things you might ask them. Interview-

ing is not a game of ‘gotcha’, and researchers need to be careful of misunderstandings, especially in multilingual 

contexts. Moreover, when conducting semi-structured or unstructured interviews, researchers may drift into other 

areas of inquiry which raises issues about disclosure. On the part of the researcher, it is important to recognize that 

your informants may not be “frank and honest”, providing an “objective and full answer” to your questions. You need 

to be aware of hidden agendas and power relations. 

In ethnography or participant observation the “big problem” is that it is almost “impossible to obtain informed con-

sent in an organization.” You simply can’t tell everybody in an organization what you are doing, and even if you 

could find a way, people can and do “opt out”. In this instance, you cannot do covert research as that is unethical. 

You need to find a way to disclose what you are doing and be cognisant of the data you are collecting, the voices 

heard, and whose voices are heard. Moreover, during fieldwork, you may find that you have observed unethical be-
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haviour. In this situation, you must weigh up the value of “confidentially versus the value of speaking out verbally”. 

As the researcher, you decide whose truth is published. This puts you in a very powerful position and you need to 

take different considerations into account in terms of safeguarding identity and privacy. 

In terms of case studies, the ethical issues are the degree to which you can anonymize your subjects and, ultimately, 

to whom are you responsible? It may never be possible to avoid ethical issues in the conduct of case research and 

Fiona argues that it is best to be aware of them and to have an idea of how to handle them when they come up. Fio-

na suggests a good practice is to keep yourself honest and to be reflexive. Be aware of who you are, what your bias-

es are, where you’re coming from, and be aware of your environment and how it is shaping the study. Lastly, Fiona 

encourages qualitative researchers to look at a variety of different ethical guidelines, such as the AIB or the Ameri-

can Association of Anthropologists guidelines, to help you navigate your research.  

Stewart Miller: Ethics in Quantitative IB Research 

Stewart’s discussion focused on ethical issues in quantitative data collection and data analysis. Concentrating on the 

collection and use of survey or archival data. Stewart noted that researchers need to be transparent and disclose 

how the data was collected, when the data was collected, and how it relates to the current international business 

environment. Often Stewart sees what he calls “low-cost solutions” to the collection or more precisely the purchase 

of data by universities from 3
rd

 party institutions. Although this practice does not raise ethical issues, it does raise 

questions about non-random samples, generalizability, and transparency around how 3
rd

 party data was collected. 

Stewart pointed out that as many 3
rd

 party databases provide a list of items there is the potential for researchers to 

engage in unethical practices such as data mining. Another issue that Stewart spoke about is the handling of data. 

Stewart noted that there are instances where researchers arbitrarily drop observations to get the “good results”. To 

avoid unethical practices in the collection of data, Stewart reiterated the importance of disclosing who collected the 

data, how the data was collected, who is doing the cross-checking and how are discrepancies dealt with. These fac-

tors, among others, affect construct validity and external validity. 

The concerns Stewart has for the collection and treatment of data also has ethical implications for data analysis. 

Speaking to the “pressures to publish”, Stewart provided examples of how researchers can engage in unethical con-

duct by “slicing” the dataset to develop different research papers with different colleagues. The problem with this 

practice is numerous from endogeneity issues to the omitted variable problem, especially if these papers have the 

same DV, and survivorship bias to the possibility of selection bias. To deal with some of these potential ethical is-

sues in quantitative research, Stewart recommends that researchers conduct a systematic diagnosis so that the re-

searcher “understands the data better than anyone else.” These include: 

• Heteroskedasticity: make logical transformations; robust errors 

• Autocorrelation: consider the analysis with the Prais-Winston command (prais), specifying the Cochran-

Orcutt option (corc) 

• Outliers: cross-country outliners, test for the presence of outliners, not only in a univariate context but also 

multivariate one 

• Multicollinearity: report highest individual VIF value of full model; mean centring, use “factor” to create a mul-

tidimensional construct  

• Endogeneity: 2- & 3-stage least squares; control function; SEM 

 

Stewart concluded his discussion by pointing out other validation techniques including analytical triangulation and 

data triangulation as well as asking an expert for guidance, particularly if you are uncertain about the analytical pro-

cedures.  

Rosalie L. Tung: Research Ethics and the AIB 

Speaking from the perspective of the AIB, Rosalie’s discussion covered ethical dilemmas in research, teaching and 

professional services. Rosalie outlined that in these areas ethical dilemmas can arise when we forge knowledge in 

areas that we know little about; when we are not putting sufficient efforts into our teaching; when there is a lack of 

objectivity in presenting topic areas; and engaging in inappropriate relationships with others over whom we have 

power or authority, such as junior colleagues and students. Ethical dilemmas can also arise in performance of our 

professional roles and duties, including, but not limited to, biases based on gender, race, ethnicity, religion, and so 

on. Rosalie went on to speak about how AIB seeks to ensure that its members are treated fairly and ethically in all 
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Journal of International Marketing  

Special Issue  

“Data and Methodological Issues for New Insights in Global Marketing” 

Special Issue Co-editors: Professor Donald R. Lehmann, Columbia Business School and Associate Professor Kelly Hewett, 

University of Tennessee’s Haslam College of Business 

The Journal of International Marketing (JIM) recently published a Special Issue (SI) on Data and Methodological Issues for New 

Insights in Global Marketing, co-edited by Professor Donald R. Lehmann and Professor Kelly Hewett. This SI is relevant to inter-

national business (IB) and international marketing (IM) researchers. In the spirit of addressing emerging data and technology-

driven phenomena and related challenges linked to global marketing, the SI aimed to highlight scholarship that advances our 

understanding and implications of various methodologies in the IM research domain.    

This JIM SI continues the JIM tradition of publishing methods-related articles and contributing to IM scholarship by including two 

articles focusing on the measurement of important international marketing concepts (Griffith, Dean, and Hoppner 2021; Messner 

2021), an article on perceived export performance (Sadeghi, Rose, and Madsen 2021), and an article on common method vari-

ance (CMV) in international marketing research (Baumgartner and Weijters 2021). In addition, the SI includes a commentary 

that discusses articles and raises important issues related to the availability and nature of data and methods choice and appro-

priateness as employed in IM research (Gielens 2021). SI readers can look forward to a collection addressing various data and 

methodological challenges IM researchers encounter in the current environment. 

IB and IM researchers share many complexities that they endure in studying the international market context, such as differ-

ences in culture and language and lack of adequate and reliable data (Gielens 2021). The SI articles address different gaps in 

IM research. First, Baumgartner and Weijters (2021) examined current practices in JIM. The authors conclude that marker varia-

bles and the Harman one-factor test are over-represented in the literature, leading researchers to conclude inaccurately that 

CMV is not an issue. This issue is of particular concern when working with data collected in emerging markets. Therefore, the 

authors propose a post-hoc procedure to account for method effects in IM research by employing a directly measured method 

effect or an inferred method factor as a control variable at the item level. Second, Messner (2021) considers the implications of 

growing heterogeneity in countries sampled as it can lead to invalid conclusions on cultural divergence or convergence among 

nations. Accordingly, the author uses the angle of heterogeneity to introduce a geometrical difference measurement of cultural 

distance (CD). This metric is appropriate for longitudinal studies.  

Third, Griffith, Dean, and Hoppner (2021) focus on CD by exploring characteristics of various operationalizations of the CD con-

struct and demonstrate that operationalization differences can lead to significant differences in the observed effects of CD. Ac-

cordingly, the authors caution against overly relying on CD operationalization by Kogut and Singh (1998) and employing opera-

tionalization based on the “best” p-value. The authors emphasized the importance of context and justification of using the right 

CD operationalization following the research question. Finally, Sadeghi, Rose, and Madsen (2021) pay attention to small and 

aspects of the AIB’s activities and structures.  

This commitment to ethical practices is grounded on the principles of scholarly integrity, respect for people and self-

regulation. These principles are both transparent and uniformly applied to all AIB members, regardless of their stat-

ure in the association. Speaking directly to AIB’s values of integrity, inclusiveness and impact, Rosalie noted how we 

are expected to practise the highest ethical principles in our research, education and professional lives. This means 

acting with honesty and integrity, holding ourselves accountable for our actions and inactions. Rosalie’s concluding 

remarks were to iterate the ethical commitment of AIB and the expectation that AIB members “must formally 

acknowledge and agree to adhere to the AIB code of ethics” when they renew or join the association. She also men-

tioned that as a part of AIB’s code of ethics, scholars are expected to report violations and cooperate with investiga-

tions of possible violations.  

To view AIB’s code of ethics visit: https://www.aib.world/about/ethics/.  

RM-SIG webinar recordings can be accessed by AIB members, visit: https://member.aib.world/videos/rmsig.asp  

https://journals.sagepub.com/home/jig
https://journals.sagepub.com/toc/jiga/29/3
https://journals.sagepub.com/toc/jiga/29/3
https://www8.gsb.columbia.edu/cbs-directory/detail/drl2
https://haslam.utk.edu/experts/kelly-hewett
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/1069031X211002193
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/1069031X211018452
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/1069031X211018452
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/1069031X20973663
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/1069031X21995871
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/1069031X211029587
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/1069031X211029587
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/1069031X21995871
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/1069031X211018452
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/1069031X211002193
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1057/palgrave.jibs.8490394
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/1069031X20973663
https://www.aib.world/about/ethics/
https://member.aib.world/videos/rmsig.asp
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medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and consider a holistic approach in proposing a measure of perceived export perfor-

mance, which can be customized to individual firms and account for firm-specific attributes, as well as allowing comparison 

between target markets and over time. This permits a firm to develop a set of internal standards to evaluate its export perfor-

mance that is more relevant and useful. Altogether, SI articles provide insights to benefit researchers and practitioners and 

call for more future research on the topic.  

Special Issue Abstracts: 

Hewett, K., & Lehmann, D. R. (2021). Introduction to the Special Issue on Data and Methodological Issues for New 

Insights in International Marketing. Journal of International Marketing, 29(3), 1-2  

The proliferation of data and challenges facing firms to generate insights to meet changing customer needs and compete 

globally has heightened the necessity to apply appropriate methodologies. The unstructured nature of mobile, social media, 

and other sources of “big data” increasingly used by marketers can be particularly challenging in global marketing contexts in 

which consumers differ not only in terms of language, cultural norms, or tastes and preferences but also in terms of their 

access to or use of technology or particular digital platforms. In addition, the continued challenges due to differences in data 

availability and reliability, acceptability of different data collection methods, and respondent tendencies continue to pose diffi-

culties for researchers in marketing. This special issue of the Journal of International Marketing (JIM) addresses current 

methodological issues for gaining new insights in international marketing and offers guidance for researchers facing these 

challenges. In introducing this special issue, we first offer a brief review of previous methods-related articles in JIM and then 

describe the goals and scope of this special issue. 

Baumgartner, H., & Weijters, B. (2021). Dealing with common method variance in international marketing re-

search. Journal of International Marketing, 29(3), 7-22.  

Common method variance (CMV) is an important concern in international marketing research because presumed substan-

tive relationships may actually be due to shared method variance. Because method effects may vary systematically across 

cultures and countries, accounting for method effects in international marketing research is particularly critical. A systematic 

review of Journal of International Marketing articles published during a five-year period (2015–2019, N = 93) shows that (1) 

authors often report post hoc CMV tests but usually conclude that CMV is not an issue and (2) many post hoc tests are con-

ducted using the Harman one-factor test and the marker variable technique, which have serious deficiencies for detecting 

and controlling CMV. Drawing on a classification and comparative evaluation of the most common statistical approaches for 

dealing with CMV, the authors recommend two approaches and propose a procedure for dealing with CMV in international 

marketing research. The procedure, which is based on multisample structural equation modeling, is illustrated with data from 

a cross-national pan-European survey (N = 11,970, 14 countries), which shows that even though method variance is present 

in the data, method effects do not seriously bias the substantive conclusions in this particular study. 

Griffith, D. A., Dean, T., & Hoppner, J. J. (2021). Choices and Consequences: Recommendations for an Improved 

Understanding of Cultural Distance in International Marketing Research. Journal of International Marketing, 29(3), 

23-42.  

Cultural distance is an important element in the study of international marketing phenomena. However, scholars have voiced 

significant concerns with its use. Although reviews of cultural distance have been conducted, no research has yet directly 

addressed how the choices that scholars make in relation to the conceptualization and operationalization of cultural distance 

influence our understanding of its role in international marketing phenomena. In this work, the authors review concerns per-

taining to cultural distance and use them as a foundation to systematically analyze 83 articles referencing cultural distance in 

the international marketing literature to understand the choices that have been made. They find significant heterogeneity in 

conceptualization and operationalization of cultural distance. Then, they examine the empirical consequences of this choice 

heterogeneity within a single data set of 148 suppliers to a European original equipment manufacturer. The findings demon-

strate that differences in conceptualizations and operationalizations significantly influence the observed effects of cultural 

distance and, thus, the understanding of its role in international marketing phenomena. Last, the authors put forth a series of 

recommendations aimed to enhance the discipline’s ability to build a strong foundation of knowledge of cultural distance’s 

role in international marketing phenomena. 

Messner, W. (2021). Geometrical Measurement of Cultural Differences. Journal of International Marketing, 29(3), 43-

62.  

Differences and similarities between countries, regions, and cultures lie at the core of international business, and they are 

often measured in the form of a distance index originally proposed by Kogut and Singh. Because research results using this 

index are ambivalent, critical observers have challenged the concept and proposed partial remedies in the form of a stand-

ardized Euclidean or Mahalanobis distance measure. This article suggests a different avenue, construes culture as a weight 

vector based on Hofstede’s cultural dimensions, and specifies a geometrical difference measurement using the angle of het-

erogeneity between two such vectors. Its performance is assessed using a mathematical simulation and an empirical exam-

ple from the field of export marketing, which considers the effect of culture on bilateral export flows. 
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Sadeghi, A., Rose, E. L., & Madsen, T. K. (2021). Perceived export performance: A contingent measurement ap-

proach. Journal of International Marketing, 29(3), 63-84.  

Despite considerable research on export performance, relatively little scholarly attention has been devoted to incorporating man-

agers’ perspectives into operationalizing this concept. This study proposes a new approach for measuring small and medium-

sized enterprises’ export performance in the presence of multiple, potentially conflicting, goals while accounting for different ap-

proaches to assessing export performance. Adopting a contingency approach, the authors develop two customized measures of 

perceived export performance: the individualized perceived export performance framework and the simplified model. They 

demonstrate the application of both measures with a sample of 78 exporting small and medium enterprises in New Zealand and 

compare the outcomes. The proposed frameworks are intended to measure export performance considering managers ’ specific 

priorities and by incorporating manager- and firm-specific differences in the types and importance of goals, indicators, and bench-

marks. This article extends the understanding of export performance by proposing a more nuanced and holistic measurement 

approach that is tailored to individual firms and reflects firm-specific idiosyncrasies. 

 

Research Methods in IB – Trends and Future Agenda 

AIB 2021 RM-SIG sponsored panel on research methods in IB  

Report contributed by Jelena Cerar 

Since international business (IB) has established itself as a research field, we 

have experienced substantial achievements in the form of theoretical advances, 

construct measurement, and increased legitimacy in the eyes of both scholars 

and business professionals. Additionally, new data, methods and software that 

support quantitative and qualitative analysis have become available. Taking all 

this into account and marking the 50-year anniversary of the Journal of Interna-

tional Business Studies, the time was right to discuss how the methodologies 

used in IB have developed and what our future agenda as a field ought to be. 

This panel – co-organized by Philip Nell and Jelena Cerar – explored methodolog-

ical trends in IB research, with a particular focus on the data that IB scholars use. 

It provided an opportunity for the panelists to discuss the prevalence of patterns, 

their changes over time, and suggestions for future research. The panelists were Bo Nielsen, Catherine Welch, Re-

becca Piekkari, Sebastian Reiche and Jelena Cerar, while the panel was chaired by Phillip Nell. 

Are primary data dead? 

Catherine introduced the Nielsen et al. (2020) paper showing the percentage of JIBS papers published in the last 50 

years by method and decade. She outlined the growing scarcity of primary data of any kind – qualitative, survey, 

mixed methods – and the increasing share of secondary data. 

Bo explained why these trends are worrying – and likely to continue, given the rise of ‘Big Data’ and the availability of 

new databases. He emphasised that all data sources have limitations. Some of the concerns for secondary data in-

clude that:  

 we do not know how secondary data was collected, it was usually collected for another purpose and possibly 

 within a different context, and authors may be tempted to engage in data mining. The most worrying consequence 

 of these trends is that IB might become a more data driven rather than theory driven.  

Catherine raised some potential solutions to these problems, such as interrogating the quality of data, as well as da-

ta triangulation within studies and within research programs. She emphasised that we need to rethink our priorities 

regarding data quality vs. quantity, both as reviewers and authors. As reviewers we must be aware that more is not 

necessarily better (and this applies both to qualitative and quantitative research) and as authors we should explicitly 

discuss and assess data quality in our methods section. 
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Why are primary data declining? 

Our commentary on the Nielsen et al., 2020 paper (Cerar, Nell and Reiche (2021) shows the declining share of pri-

mary data and the neglect of the individual level in the top six IB journals (IBR, JIBS, JIM, JWB, MIR, GSJ). Over the 

last 20 years, the total cumulative increase for secondary data was 52.6%, while the declining share of primary data 

(defined as raw data) for the same period was 21.7%. This percentage was even higher (over 30%) when the prima-

ry data was defined as data collected for the particular purpose of the published paper. We elaborated on two mech-

anisms that may explain the observed shifts. 

(1) increases in the quality and versatility of secondary data relative to primary data, such as declining response 

rates and resultant bias in samples and estimates, methodological challenges such as common method variance, 

limited reproducibility and replicability, and the difficulty to perform longitudinal analyses over long time frames. 

(2) the perceived increase in the quality and versatility of secondary data due to higher accessibility and availability of 

secondary data and its institutional reinforcement over time. 

The data across the six journals also demonstrated that secondary data-based research at the individual level re-

mains scarce. This may lead to considerable problems for the field, especially if there is a systematic shift in re-

searchers’ focus from the research question to the data available, risks of reducing theoretical pluralism, and a lack 

of development of the individual-level mechanisms underlying many IB phenomena. 

What are the limitations of interview data? 

Rebecca presented the trends and future agenda for the use of qualitative data in IB (Mees-Buss, Welch & Piekkari, 

2020). The use of interviews still dominates qualitative IB research (Piekkari, Welch & Paavilainen, 2009). On the 

other hand, the use of other qualitative data sources - such as annual reports, contracts, news articles, and observa-

tions - is limited (Piekkari et al., 2009). 

The problem with (mis)using interviews is that most researchers treat interview data as “facts” rather than something 

that could be problematised. Authors generally assume that interviewees can explain their thoughts and actions. 

They also mirror what the participants said (i.e., parroting back interviewees’ terms to an academic audience) and 

expect theoretical concepts to emerge from the interview data. 

However, there are limitations of interview data. Interviewees may mislead the researcher, and interviewees in IB 

often speak a different language from the researcher, thereby bringing an additional level of difficulty in interpreta-

tion. The best solution to these problems is a healthy scepticism towards interview data. Therefore, the authors (but 

also the reviewers) need to consider the following questions (Mees-Buss et al., 2020): 

• Have the risks of misinterpretation been considered? 

• Have the researchers examined their own ‘perceptual screens’? 

• Have the interviewees’ social, cultural, and historical contexts been critically understood? 

• Have the anomalies (exceptions, negative cases, and minority views) in the data been explained? 

• Have rival explanations been investigated? 

 

Discussion and wrap-up: Q&A 

Question: What are the trends in using qualitative data in IB? 

Rebecca: Qualitative data are in decline mainly because companies are becoming more reserved toward giving re-

searchers access. Moreover, the more critical qualitative manuscripts are unfortunately not published in JIBS, but 

rather in Management and Organisation journals. 

Question: Given the quality issues isn’t it a good thing that we have less qualitative data in JIBS? 

Rebecca: We would miss a lot if we only did research based on secondary data, but we need to complement the 

interviews with other types of data. It is time to challenge the limitations inherent to both qualitative and quantitative 

data. 
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Methods News  
 

New Research Ethics Resources freely available online 
 

Helen Kara, independent researcher and scholar 

14 teams of researchers across the EU funded by the European Commission with a €2.8M budget has re-

cently completed a three-year research project on research ethics. The project was called PRO-RES, short for “Promoting integrity 

in the use of research results in evidence-based inquiry: a focus on non-medical research.” The outcome of this project is a re-

search ethics framework with three pillars: an accord, with principles for people/organisations to sign up to and endorse; a supple-

mentary toolbox to help people identify or produce ethical evidence; and resources which support both the accord and the toolbox. 

In the resources, there is a glossary of research ethics terms with links to other such glossaries, and a set of foundational state-

ments for ethical research practice, focusing on values and virtues, vices, principles and standards. There is an annotated bibliog-

What are secondary data anyway? 

Phillip presented the audience with a poll asking which of the listed studies in their opinion use secondary data: 

• a survey of manager perceptions on digital transformation effects, 

• a historical study of trade patterns based on diaries of a merchant during the late Middle Ages, 

• a quantitative meta-analysis of internationalization research, 

• a quantitative study of board announcement texts and their relationship to strategic decision making, etc. 

Some examples (e.g., the second one) divided the audience as approximately half of the audience considered the 

examples as primary data and another half as secondary data. This clearly illustrates that whether we consider data 

as primary or secondary depends on whether we make a distinction based on the rawness or the original purpose of 

collected data. 

Is GDPR compliance making individual-level data collection even harder? 

The panelists generally agreed with this. Rebecca commented that GDPR is becoming more and more of an issue in 

qualitative research. In the past Masters students might have had no problem in doing interviews, but increasingly 

we need a lawyer instructing us what is and isn’t allowed. This element of formalization and standardization did not 

exist in the past, at least in Finland. Sebastian added that the introduction of IRB boards (ethics approval) might af-

fect this trend as well. Jelena explained that privacy issues have been relevant for a long time in experimental re-

search, but experimental research has not been used as much in IB as in other disciplines, so we may not have 

been used to these issues in the past, compared to other disciplines. 

References 
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Source:  https://harzing.com/blog/2021/10/research-methods-in-ib-trends-and-future-agenda  

Reproduced with permission. A video recording of the panel can be found here: https://player.vimeo.com/video/568980266?

h=62df8e5888  

https://prores-project.eu/
https://prores-project.eu/toolbox-2/
https://prores-project.eu/resources/
http://prores-project.eu/glossary-of-terms-and-concepts/
http://prores-project.eu/the-foundational-statements-for-ethical-research-practice/
http://prores-project.eu/the-foundational-statements-for-ethical-research-practice/
http://prores-project.eu/annotated-bibliography/
https://harzing.com/blog/2021/10/research-methods-in-ib-trends-and-future-agenda
https://player.vimeo.com/video/568980266?h=62df8e5888
https://player.vimeo.com/video/568980266?h=62df8e5888
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raphy available for download with many pages of research ethics references and a short explanation of each one. There 

are research ethics case studies from a variety of disciplines, giving a good overview of research ethics in practice. Other re-

sources include: consent templates and research protocols; examples of research ethics review processes, information 

about methods of ethical appraisal; and a collection of some research ethics codes and guidelines. 

There is also information about ethical considerations throughout the research process in designing and managing re-

search, literature reviews and document analysis, collecting and managing data, analysing data, presenting and disseminating 

findings, writing and publishing, and impact and aftercare. There is information about ethical considerations in cross-cutting 

topics such as types of research, participants, and data; commissioned and funded research; safeguarding and wellbe-

ing; gender awareness and sensitivity; education and training; and influencing policy making.  

To read Helen Kara’s full blog post go to: https://www.ncrm.ac.uk/news/show.php?article=5699  

Why Ethnography?  
 

Dr Alice Stefanelli, Durham University 

Ethnography, or participant observation, is a field-based practice based on sharing in our interlocutors’ everyday life with the 

aim of understanding the world from their perspective. While it was originally developed by socio-cultural anthropologists and 

urban sociologists, its use today has become widespread, as social scientists and qualitative researchers across disciplinary 

boundaries employ it in their work. But what attracts researchers to use participant observation? 

One of the most recurrent reasons is the desire to engage with and understand interlocutors’ point of view in a more profound 

way. While interviews can go a long way to capture opinions and perspectives, ethnography allows the researcher to spend 

longer periods of time with participants as they go about their everyday life, giving both an opportunity to prolong the conversa-

tion and deepen their mutual understanding. In engaging with interlocutors at a more intimate level, participant observation 

allows us to comprehend the complexity of everyday life and explore how people make meaning for themselves. This kind of 

long-term interaction with different ideas, beliefs, and perspectives takes the experience of being human seriously, and also 

pushes us to reconsider our own assumptions, question accepted categories of analysis, and generate new understandings – 

theories – of the world we live in.  

NCRM’s course Conducting Ethnographic Research is designed to introduce ethnography to researchers with some training in 

qualitative methods (interviews, focus groups, etc.) but little to no prior experience of participant observation. The course mixes 

plenaries with group work, moments of reflection and practical exercises, with the aim of examining both the epistemological 

premises and practicalities of ethnographic fieldwork. There will also be plenty of opportunities to ask questions and clarify 

doubts and think concretely about individual projects. 

To find out more about the course or to read Dr Alice Stefanelli’s full blog post go to: https://www.ncrm.ac.uk/news/show.php?

article=5697  

 

NCRM forms Survey Data Collection Network  
 

Ed Grover 
 

The NCRM has formed a new network of UK organisations that are involved in the design and co-ordination of social surveys. 

The aim of the Survey Data Collection Network (SDC-Net) is to gather and share information about how the COVID-19 pan-

demic has affected data collection practices. The network hopes to gain a better understanding of the current and future survey 

data collection landscape in a fast-changing world, specifically regarding online data collection, the mixing of modes and the 

effects of the changes on data quality. 

SDC-Net brings together academic and non-academic organisations from across the UK, including governments, universities 

and market research companies. More than 30 experts took part in the network’s first meeting in December 2021. Over the 

next 12 months, the network will organise various meetings and events under themes of critical interest, such as innovations in 

survey data collection and changes to data quality. The network aims to publish guides, reviews and other online resources, 

which will all be freely available on the NCRM website. 

The network is being funded by the Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC) and builds upon the work of two other 

ESRC-funded projects: GenPopWeb2 and Changing Research Practices, also linked to NCRM. To find out more about the 

network, email: info@ncrm.ac.uk 

 

http://prores-project.eu/annotated-bibliography/
http://prores-project.eu/case-examples/
https://prores-project.eu/templates-and-protocols/
http://prores-project.eu/the-research-ethics-review-process-recs-irbs/
https://prores-project.eu/methods-for-ethical-appraisal/
http://prores-project.eu/ethics-codes-and-guidelines/
http://prores-project.eu/designing-and-managing-research/
http://prores-project.eu/designing-and-managing-research/
http://prores-project.eu/literature-reviews-document-analysis/
https://prores-project.eu/collecting-and-managing-data/
http://prores-project.eu/analysing-data
http://prores-project.eu/presenting-and-disseminating-findings/
http://prores-project.eu/presenting-and-disseminating-findings/
http://prores-project.eu/writing-and-publishing/
https://prores-project.eu/impact-and-aftercare/
http://prores-project.eu/types-of-research-participants-data/
http://prores-project.eu/commissioned-and-funded-research/
http://prores-project.eu/safeguarding-and-wellbeing
http://prores-project.eu/safeguarding-and-wellbeing
https://prores-project.eu/gender-awareness-and-sensitivity/
http://prores-project.eu/education-training
http://prores-project.eu/influencing-policymaking/
https://www.ncrm.ac.uk/news/show.php?article=5699
https://www.ncrm.ac.uk/training/show.php?article=11697
https://www.ncrm.ac.uk/news/show.php?article=5697
https://www.ncrm.ac.uk/news/show.php?article=5697
https://www.ncrm.ac.uk/research/genpopweb2/
https://www.ncrm.ac.uk/research/socscicovid19/
mailto:info@ncrm.ac.uk?subject=Survey%20Data%20Collection%20Network
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New Scholars Network Online Forum and Webinar Series 

Coming up discussions January – March 2022  

 
Organized by Ibrat Djabbarov from Cranfield School of Management, the New Scholars Network is an online fo-

rum that aims to nurture scholarship practices among doctoral researchers who seek to advance management 

theory and practice. Bringing together established and emerging scholars to discuss and share insights and ide-

as to encourage richer and more meaningful scholarship, the New Scholars Network hosts a series of webinars 

which aim to support the development of junior and early career scholars. Commencing with a formal presenta-

tion of the topic matter before engaging in a Q&A session with participants, the webinars are free and open to all 

and can be accessed through the New Scholars channel on YouTube.   

Feel free to join as many discussions as you like. Registration is required to obtain a personlized Zoom link and a 

reminder.  

 

 

 

 

 

Date and Time (UK) Topic and Registration Link Speakers (alphabetical) 

January, 26 : 15.00 
Conducting and Disseminating Research That 

Moves the World  

Andy Hoffman (Michigan)  

Anne Tsui (Arizona State)  

Andy Van de Ven (Minnesota)  

February, 3 : 14.00 Re-imagining the Research Process  Mats Alvesson (Lund)  

February, 9 : 15.00  Reasoning in Organization Science  
Mikko Ketokivi (IE)  

Saku Mantere (McGill)  

February, 15 : 15.00  The Nuts and Bolts of Writing a Theory Paper  
Greg Fisher (Indiana)  

Sherry Thatcher (South Carolina)  

February, 23 : 15.00 
Using “As-Practice” Approaches to Social Sci-

ence Inquiry 

Marian Iszatt-White (Lancaster)  

Joe Raelin (Northeastern)  

Jenny Robinson  

March, 3 : 14.00 
Single Case Studies and Their Role in Qualita-

tive Research  
Pinar Ozcan (Oxford) 

March, 10 : 15.00  
Developing an Engaged Scholarship Research 

Project  
Andy Van de Ven (Minnesota) 

March, 17 : 14.00 

Getting Beyond Talking to Ourselves: Convey-

ing Your Research Insights to Managers, the 

Public, Policymakers, and Students  

Michael Toffel (Harvard)  

March, 24 : 16.00  
That’s Useful! How Organizational Research 

Can Escape the Mystery House  

Steve Barley (UC Santa Barbara)  

Jerry Davis (Michigan)  

March, 31: 15.00  The Five Cs Framework for Scholarly Writing  Don Lange (Arizona State)  

NEW book: 

Merged Methods: A Rationale for Full Integration 

By Giampietro Gobo, Nigel G. Fielding, Gevisa La Rocca, Wander van der Vaart 

Published: by Sage October 2021, ISBN: 9781529717730  

https://www.youtube.com/c/NewScholars
https://cranfield.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZEsceiqpjwiGtc8pjCbF33btfc-NEiyC5bw
https://cranfield.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZEsceiqpjwiGtc8pjCbF33btfc-NEiyC5bw
https://cranfield.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZ0vc--trzguH9IA-BAOzf7IF-AOG4K2XHKE
https://cranfield.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZ0rcOurqjwvEtdeSemWAuy8KMKVO4K2AKRY
https://cranfield.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZIvcu6grzstEtc_JreqRmc4p2bI64vN4lG0
https://cranfield.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZMvcu-trzkvHdV9aDd0Xsczis6zFn2miP-U
https://cranfield.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZMvcu-trzkvHdV9aDd0Xsczis6zFn2miP-U
https://cranfield.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZMvduCtrTMvHtzLlPkeadaF7o4e9juysoRR
https://cranfield.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZMvduCtrTMvHtzLlPkeadaF7o4e9juysoRR
https://cranfield.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZMkduqrqD0sHtNSbcfig0qC3PLyYfO6ZDq1
https://cranfield.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZMkduqrqD0sHtNSbcfig0qC3PLyYfO6ZDq1
https://cranfield.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZIvcuGsrzwsG9G0goNrE9oFejqxN_QqyMl0
https://cranfield.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZIvcuGsrzwsG9G0goNrE9oFejqxN_QqyMl0
https://cranfield.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZIvcuGsrzwsG9G0goNrE9oFejqxN_QqyMl0
https://cranfield.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZMrfumqqDwjEtyumi-LZ4Pi_E7sZweMR4KT
https://cranfield.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZMrfumqqDwjEtyumi-LZ4Pi_E7sZweMR4KT
https://cranfield.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZ0rfu-sqj0vHNwa50gOn_Sx0j0GJEijF6f1
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MethodsNET is a global network of methods experts in the social sciences who are dedicated to promoting: 

• Accessible, world-class methods training both in our own events and through partners 

• Methodological pluralism and the need for scholars to understand the core tenets of different approaches 

to facilitate communication and exchange 

• Methodological excellence and innovation, providing support for researchers, as well as potential academ-

ic events in the future (conferences and workshops) 

In a context of growing diversity and sophistication of social scientific methods, it is increasingly important to foster 

dialogue across methodological approaches. Methods training in specific methods and techniques is important, 

but it cannot stand alone. For social science to reap its potential, scholars also need to be trained in a pluralistic 

fashion to understand research across different methodological approaches.  

It is also crucially important to promote more equitable access to methods training, given the increasing differen-

tials between institutions in terms of in-house methods expertise, infrastructure and local training offer. The Meth-

ods Excellence Network therefore pursues three overarching goals so that social scientific methods contribute to 

stronger scholarly work and to better address real-world issues: 

• Pluralism: contribute to/foster innovation and dialogue across social scientific methodologies, including in 

the training of scholars 

• Accessibility: provide and promote accessible world-class social science methodological education and 

methods training for researchers and professionals 

• Support: provide methodological support to the social science scholarly community and to professionals 

The Methods Excellence Network constitutes a global community that provides an inclusive conversation and in-

novation space around research methods in academia, business, government and civil society. 

The Academic Coordinators 

Derek Beach is a professor of Political Science at the University of Aarhus, Denmark, where he teaches case study methodol-

ogy, international relations, and European integration.  

Levente Littvay is Professor of Political Science at Central European University where he teaches grad courses in research 

design, applied statistics, electoral politics, voting behavior, political psychology and American politics  

Benoît Rihoux is full professor in political science at the University of Louvain (UCLouvain). He is an international leader in the 

field of comparative methods and designs, in particular around Configurational Comparative Methods (CCMs) and Qualitative 

Comparative Analysis (QCA).  

Cai Wilkinson is an Associate Professor in International Relations at Deakin University in Australia, with teaching interests in 

the areas of Critical Security Studies, genders and sexualities in international relations, and intercultural communication.  

https://www.methodsnet.org/partners
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Upcoming events: 

Summer School in Social Research Methods (3SRM) - June 20-July 1, 2022, hosted by Radboud University 

in Nijmegen, Netherlands (MethodsNET Flagship Event, In-person) 

Bring your research to the next level at the Summer School in Social Research Methods. Unique venue, and besides world-class 

methods courses taught by top pedagogues, with small-group interaction and individual tutoring, you get even more. 32 world-

class PhD-level interactive courses spanning the full range of social scientific methods plus a rich cross-cutting afternoon aca-

demic program, Methods Cafes, and a variety of social events. Lunch is included with the registration. Event in collaboration with 

Nijmegen School of Management and Radboud Summer School. Click Here for Our Flyer. -- Information and Registration Here. 

Konstanz Methods Excellence Workshops (KOMEX) – March 10-18, 2022 (mostly in-person*) 

Ph.D. level courses in Comparative Case Study Design, Designing observational research for causal inferences, Crowdsourced 

Text Analysis, Qualitative Comparative Analysis using R, and a basic R introduction will be offered at this year’s Konstanz Meth-

ods Excellence Workshop (KOMEX), organized by the University of Konstanz in collaboration with MethodsNET. The courses 

are designed to provide participants with excellent, inclusive, and affordable methods training and bring the methodological as-

pects of their research projects to the next level. Some online preparatory workshops will be offered March 10-11. (*) for the courses 

planned as in-person: if the corona rules do not allow for this, they will be switched to online) Click here for more information. 

To find out more about MethodsNET or the courses  available visit: https://www.methodsnet.org/ 

 

CARMA Short Courses  

AUSTRALIA/EAST AND SOUTH-EAST ASIAN REGION 

April 11-22, 2022 – Two Sessions, Two Courses 

Sponsored by University of South Australia 

Session 1: April 11-14, 2022 | Session 2: April 19-22, 2022 

We offer two sessions which allows course participants the opportunity to take two back-to-back courses. 

EUROPE/WEST ASIA 

May 9-12, May 16-19, 2022 – Two Sessions, Eight Course Options 

Session 1: May 9-12, Four Course Options | Session 2: May 16-19, Four Course Options 

Short Course Sessions and Groupings: We offer two sessions which allows course participants the opportunity to take two back-

to-back-to-back courses that complement one another. All courses in a session are taught concurrently, so a participant can take 

only one course per session. 

 

AMERICAS REGION 

June 6-23, 2022 – Three Sessions, Twenty Seven Course Options 

Sponsored by Wayne State University 

Session 1: June 6-9, Nine Course Options | Session 2: June 13-16, Nine Course Options | Session 3: June 20-23, Nine Course 

Options 

Session 1: April 11 - April 14 Session 2: April 19 - 22 

“Doing Grounded Theory Research” –Dr. Elaine Hollensbe, 

University of Cincinnati  

“Advanced Data Analysis with R”–Dr. Chelsea Song, Purdue 

University 

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Flevente.littvay.hu%2FMethodsNET3srm2022.pdf&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNH5zelGUVWcPFMLf9Ew55B4lbxuJA
https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ru.nl%2Fnsm%2F3srm&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNF1Am-CjeYUfNrAs3JwqhVgqXPPuw
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.konstanz-methods-excellence-workshops.de&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEgyeBp8kcECH6eDtKQWkB8PO-6pw
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.konstanz-methods-excellence-workshops.de&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEgyeBp8kcECH6eDtKQWkB8PO-6pw
https://www.methodsnet.org/
http://www.unisabusinessschool.edu.au/management/
http://wayne.edu/
https://business.uc.edu/faculty-and-research/departments/management/faculty/elaine-hollensbe.html
https://business.uc.edu/faculty-and-research/departments/management/faculty/elaine-hollensbe.html
https://www.purdue.edu/hhs/psy/directory/faculty/Song_Q%20Chelsea.html
https://www.purdue.edu/hhs/psy/directory/faculty/Song_Q%20Chelsea.html
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Complete Course Listing by Course Categories: 

(*) not offered recently. For more information, see: https://carmattu.com/short-courses/  

 

Do you want to keep up with CARMA’s latest news? To view its monthly 

news briefs and forthcoming events, go to: 

https://carmattu.com/messenger/  

Session 1 (Choose One) Session 2 (Choose One) 

“Advanced Regression and Interactions” – Dr. Jeremy Dawson, 

Sheffield University 

“Introduction to Multilevel Analysis” – Dr. Vicente González-

Romá, University of Valencia 

“Introduction to Structural Equation Methods” – Dr. Jonas Lang, 

Ghent University  

Meta Analysis” – Dr. Mike Cheung – National University of Sin-

gapore 

“Grounded Theory Method & Analysis” – Dr. Tine Koehler, The 

University of Melbourne 

“Interpretive Methods” – Dr. Jane Le, WHU Otto Beisheim 

School of Management 

“Qualitative Text Analysis using Digital Tools” – Dr. Christina 

Silver, University of Surrey 

“Case Study Methodology” – Dr. Catherine Welch, The Universi-

ty of Sydney, Trinity College Dublin (after March 2022) 

Data Analysis with R 

• Introduction to R and Data Analysis (Session 1 

• Advanced Data Analysis with R (Session 2) 

• Alternatives to Difference Scores: Polynomial Regression, 

and Response Surface Methodology (Session 3) 

Multilevel Analysis 

• Introduction to Multilevel Analysis with R (Session 1) 

• Advanced Multilevel Analysis I: Growth Models, Mediation, 

Moderation, and Multi-Unit Membership (Session 2) 

• Advanced Multilevel Analysis II: Longitudinal, Consensus 

Emergence, Bayes and Dichotomous Outcomes (Session 3) 

 

Structural Equation Analysis 

• Introduction to SEM with LAVAAN (Session 1) 

• Advanced SEM I: Measurement Invariance, Latent Growth 

Modeling & Nonrecursive Modeling (Session 2) 

• Advanced SEM II: Missing Data Issue in SEM, Multi-Level 

SEM and Latent Interactions (Session 3) 

 

Big Data Tools 

• Introduction to Python for Research (Session 1) 

• Statistical Analysis of Text with R (Session 1) 

• Web Scraping: Data Collection and Analysis (Session 2) 

• Predictive Modeling and Machine Learning in R (Session 3) 

Research Methods 

• Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis in R (Session 1) 

• Questionnaire Design (Session 2) 

• Theory, Methods, and Analysis for Research with Dyads 

(Session 2) 

• Introduction to Bayesian Analysis (Session 3) 

• Within Person Research (Session 3) (*) 

• Mixed Methods (cross listed with qualitative short courses) 

(Session 1) (*) 

Qualitative Short Courses 

• Video Methods (Session 1) 

• Interpretive Qualitative Process Data Analysis (Session 1) 

• Mixed Methods (cross listed with qualitative short courses) 

(Session 1) (*) 

• Doing Grounded Theory Research (Session 2) 

• Advanced Qualitative Methods for Macro Management Re-

search (Session 2) 

• Introduction to Ethnography (Session 2) (*) 

• Crafting High Quality Qualitative Research via a Phronetic 

Iterative Approach (Session 3) 

• Qualitative Comparative Analysis (Session 3) (*) 

• Case Study Methods (Session 3) (*) 

 

https://carmattu.com/short-courses/
https://carmattu.com/messenger/
https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/management/people/academic-staff/jeremy-dawson
https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/management/people/academic-staff/jeremy-dawson
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Vicente_Gonzalez-Roma
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Vicente_Gonzalez-Roma
https://www.ugent.be/pp/pao/en/about-us/jonas-lang.htm
https://www.ugent.be/pp/pao/en/about-us/jonas-lang.htm
https://nus.academia.edu/MikeCheung/CurriculumVitae
https://nus.academia.edu/MikeCheung/CurriculumVitae
https://findanexpert.unimelb.edu.au/profile/231718-tine-koehler
https://findanexpert.unimelb.edu.au/profile/231718-tine-koehler
https://www.whu.edu/en/faculty/management-group/strategic-management/jane-le
https://www.whu.edu/en/faculty/management-group/strategic-management/jane-le
https://www.surrey.ac.uk/people/christina-silver
https://www.surrey.ac.uk/people/christina-silver
https://www.sydney.edu.au/business/about/our-people/academic-staff/catherine-welch.html
https://www.sydney.edu.au/business/about/our-people/academic-staff/catherine-welch.html
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AIB 2022 annual meeting  

RM-SIG activities 

AIB 2022: Research Methods Workshops and Masterclasses  

Masterclass: 

Ethnography in International Business: Theorizing from Fieldwork in Complex Cultural Contexts 

Mary Yoko Brannen (Honorary Professor of International Business, Copenhagen Business School; Profes-

sor Emerita San Jose State University) 

Recent changes such as the ubiquitous use of virtual teams, (only becoming more pronounced in the current context of the Pan-

demic) and changing workplace demographics, have led to a situation where physical distance between cultures is decreasing 

while the complexity of cultural interaction is increasing. Such changes have only pushed to the forefront what anthropologists 

and other close observers of culture have always known. From a distance, meanings, and people’s sensemaking patterns might 

well be seen as commonly shared. But, up close, when individuals with varying pre-conceptions about each other’s cultures and 

contexts attempts to transfer, synchronize, learn from, and even co-create, the use-value of aggregate level cultural frameworks 

begins to seriously break down.  

Ethnography is the method of choice for understanding such cultural complexity, especially when the organizational phenomenon 

under study is relatively new and/or rapidly changing. Yet very little guidance is given in PhD programs on conducting ethno-

graphic research, how to build IB theory from it, or how to make a career around it.  

This masterclass takes the participant from the preliminary steps of matching one’s research question with the appropriate ethno-

graphic research design, to theory development, and provides pointers on writing it up.  

Masterclass: 

Field Experiments Across Firms and Countries 

David Reeb (National University of Singapore) 

Field experiments investigating corporate choices are an emerging trend in financial and strategic decision-making research. 

This discussion focuses on the challenges and issues in undertaking a field experiment across firms and countries. What makes 

a good field experiment to investigate corporate decision-making? How does experimental design affect the minimum detectable 

effects, and how does this impact external validity? What parameters are essential in balancing the costs to firms versus the ben-

efit of more profound subject responses, especially in deception-based studies? What are the issues involved in privacy protec-

tion versus the need to disclose adequate details about the experiment? Finally, what additional considerations come into play 

when conducting a field experiment across multiple firms in different countries? This dialogue will discuss these field experiment 

issues in studies focused on corporate decision-making. 

Workshop: 

Surprises, Mixed Findings, or Questionable Research Practices? A Methodology for Evaluating Cumulative 

Empirical Analyses and Replication Studies 

Gwendolyn Lee (University of Florida) and Stewart Miller (University of Texas at San Antonio) 

Questionable research practices that operate in the ambiguous space between what one might consider best practices and aca-

demic misconduct alert the research community to confront the discrepancies in cumulative empirical analyses—the discrepan-

cies between an initial observation and subsequent observations about a theoretical expectation. Scholars of International Busi-

ness (IB) have acknowledged that IB is not immune to science’s reproducibility and replicability crisis (Aguinis et al. 2017; 

Aguinis et al. 2020; Chidlow et al. 2020; Meyer et al. 2017). Many leaders have provided methods-based recommendations to 

strengthen the trustworthiness of IB scholarship as well as to contribute to the development of good practices and encourage-

ment of ethical empirical research (e.g., Beugelsdijk et al. 2020; Nielsen et al. 2020; van Witteloostuijn 2020). 

However, while encouraged by the methodological improvements, we do not yet have a methodology for evaluating the discrep-

ancies that can alert a study’s possible errors and potentially false knowledge. How do we know that the discrepancies indicate 

violations of internal validity and/or external validity? In order to classify the nature of discrepancies between a study and prior 

studies of a particular phenomenon (do the discrepancies suggest surprises, mixed findings, or questionable research practic-
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es?), we need modes of evaluation and suites of diagnostic tools, together as a methodology. The methodology may aid re-

searchers, journal editors and reviewers in evaluating cumulative empirical analyses and assessing the merits of replication stud-

ies. 

At the workshop, we will highlight epistemic mapping along with a diagnostic tool for examining internal validity (Gelman and 

Loken 2014; Simonsohn et al. 2020), and transportability along with a diagnostic tool for examining external validity (Bareinboim 

and Pearl 2013, 2016; Pearl and Bareinboim 2014). 

Workshop: 

Qualitative Data Analysis in IB Research: Templates and Their Alternatives 

Tine Koehler (University of Melbourne), Jacqueline Mees-Buss (University of New South Wales), Rebecca 

Piekkari (Aalto University) and Anne Smith (University of Tennessee Knoxville)  

Qualitative research in management and IB has in recent years witnessed the rise of qualitative templates: “systematic, simpli-

fied, and repeatable approaches to data collection, analysis, and interpretation that have become standardized and legitimized 

through enactment” (Köhler, Smith, and Bhakoo, 2021, p. 2). Templates are often recommended to researchers as a way of legit-

imising their work in the eyes of journal gatekeepers and can even be required by reviewers. While templates have their uses, 

they have their downsides too. They can deter methodological innovation, hamper creativity, discourage the adoption of other 

qualitative traditions and produce formulaic research. In this workshop, we will discuss the nature of templates for conducting and 

reporting qualitative data analysis and the challenges template use creates for novel and plausible theorizing. We will provide 

concrete alternatives to analyzing and reporting data that move beyond templates. In addition, we will offer advice to researchers, 

who are faced with pressures to employ templates (e.g., by co-authors, reviewers, or dissertation committees), on how to navi-

gate the difficult process of having their qualitative research accepted for publication. The workshop is based on a 2022 feature 

topic of Organizational Research Methods (ORM), and workshop participants will be provided with readings that will be useful for 

their own research. 

Pre-readings will be provided, to maximize the benefits from attending the workshop. 

Workshop: 

The Many Dimensions of Triangulation: How to Strengthen Your Research Project 

Panel facilitated by Bo Nielsen, University of Sydney and Catherine Welch, Trinity College Dublin 

For more information on the RM-SIG, find us on the Web at: 

https://rmsig.aib.world/  

The aim of this session is to provide a framework for building triangulation into the research design 

of an IB study. It will address issues such as:  

• What are the different types of triangulation?  

• What benefits can they provide?  

• What are the challenges and decisions involved?  

Brief presentations by panel members will address the possibilities available for making use of trian-

gulation in quantitative, qualitative and mixed-method research. Trends and recent developments 

will be covered. In order to illustrate how to apply different forms of triangulation creatively and effec-

tively, examples of IB studies will be analyzed and contrasted. A list of helpful resources will be pro-

vided to workshop participants. 

For more information, see: 

https://www.aib.world/events/2022/preconference/research-methods-workshops-and-
masterclasses/  

Registration for these events is required. Please register via the following link: 

https://aib.regfox.com/2022-carma-aib-research-methods-workshops-and-masterclasses 

https://rmsig.aib.world/
https://www.aib.world/events/2022/preconference/research-methods-workshops-and-masterclasses/
https://www.aib.world/events/2022/preconference/research-methods-workshops-and-masterclasses/
https://aib.regfox.com/2022-carma-aib-research-methods-workshops-and-masterclasses

